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As the fibula is a slender long bone with unique ossification, its borders are developed by the 

development of muscular attachments, its periosteum is used for homografting and as it 

indirectly contributes to the weight bearing of the body.  This bone has attracted very few 

authors for its study for the determination of age and sex in comparison with other skeletal 

elements. Author was interested to observe weather this part of the skeleton(fibula) can be 

used for determination of sex. The study was done to compare the parameters of fibulae of 

known sex from cadavers and CT Scans of living with fibulae of unknown sex(100 fibulae). The 

demarking points of weight, length of the bone, distal end width and mid-shaft circumference 

are derived. With these demarking points author could establish the sex of 100 fibulas. Few of 

them had overlapping of measurements which were ambiguous, where author required 

measurements of other bones to determine the sex. If 2of the demarking points of the 

parameters out of 3 parameters correspond to male/female sex than the bone is sexed as a 

male/female bone. If there are more than 2 parameters in the overlapping range than other 

bones of same individual are to be considered to determine the sex. 
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1. Introduction

2. Material and Methods: 

In this study following material is used :                                                                                             

Establishing the identity of sex of the bone depends upon the 

anatomical data and morphological details. Skeletal remants 

provide probably the most dependable information for 

determining the sex of the desaesed because of their relative 

durability and accuracy with which they can be preserved . Sex of 

the person can be determined from (1) Physical morphology,(2) 

m/s of sex chromatin,(3) chromosomal analysis,(4) Gonadal 

biopsy,(5)  Medullary index,(6) morphometry. When the skeletal 

remains of individuals as a whole or in fragments are mixed with 

bones of animal origin when buried and mingled with rubble 

identification of human bones and its sex becomes important. The 

accuracy of determination of sex from the skeleton varies with age 

of individual and can be determined by specialized measurements 

by morphometry. According to Krogman(14) accuracy of sex is 

about 80% for long bones, 98% for long bones along with pelvis and 

98% for skull and pelvis are there and 100% for entire skeleton. 

This has practical and clinical importance in Forensic medicine and 

Anthropology. Although the skeleton of all human species of the 

world have the same anatomical features yet, in their 

measurements vary widely in different sexes in different regions, 

races and ages. Discriminate functional formulae with demarking 

points are typically applied with most success to long bones as 

probable sex of a decomposed body or part of the body is often 

expected during autopsy. Measuring weight, length of bone, distal 

end width, midshaft circumference have been claimed to fix the sex 

accurately to a considerable extent (upto 80%). 

1. 60 Adult male fibulas (30 rt, 30 lt side) and 20 adult female 

fibulas (10 rt, 10 lt side) from the cadavers that are dissected in 

Osmania medical college, Hyderabad between 2006 to 2008.

2. Patients referred for different soft tissue causes were scanned 

for lower limbs. They include 24 males and 20 females aged 

between 30-60 years during 2006-2008. 

3. 100 dry fibula bones from osteology departments of anatomy 

from various medical colleges in Hyderabad.
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Fibulas from the embalmed cadavers are dissected and labeled for sex. They were free from pathological lesions or fractures. Fibulas are kept 

in water mixed with bleaching powder for 2-3 days. Left over tissues are scrapped and dried. The dried bones are used to take required 

parameters for present study. 

All the bones which were included for this study were considered for the following parameters: 

a) Weight of the bone:   measured in gms by weighing machine. 

b) Maximum length of the bone:measured in cms by osteometric board.

c) Distal end width: measured in cms by sliding vernier calipers.

d)  Mid-shaft circumference: measured in cms by  a liner strip of a millimeter graph paper.

From CT Scans:

a) maximum length of the bone:  measured in cms by using liner scale cursor.

b) Distal end width   : measured in cms by using liner scale cursor by VRT (volume 

rendering image technique) by rotation.

c)  Mid-shaft circumference:measured in cms from 3-D image.

The measurements of the cadaveric bones and CT Scan findings of known sex were taken as standard to determine the sex of randomly 

collected dry fibulae of unknown sex. 

The data have been compiled, computed and presented in the observations.

Four parameters i.e., length, weight, distal end width and midshaft circumference of both right and left sides were taken in cadaver 

fibulas(40),CT Scanned adult fibulas(44) and unknown sex fibulas(100). 

3. Observations
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Using the above demarking points the sex of the unknown fibulas are determined. If the 
parameters of a bone are in overlapping range, and 2 of the 3 parameters are of one sex it is 
grouped into the same sex.  If the distal end width is in overlapping range and other parameters 
are falling into a particular sex we can ignore the distal end width as it is not considered 
dimorphic.
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Statistical calculations i.e., Range, Mean, Demarking points and Identification points were calculated. The 
bones present between male and female Demarking points represent Overlapping Zone. The percentage 
of the identified bones in the collected data is calculated. The values obtained from the cadaveric fibulas 
and CT Scanned fibulas were implied on the unknown sex fibulas and their sex was determined.

3.  Discussion

Weight could not be calculated in CT Scanned fibulae because of non availability of the software. These 
values were compared with previous studies. 

Weight: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are >51.9gms for male and <31gms for female bones. On 
Lt. Side >45gms and <32gms are taken as the demarking points for male and female bones. 

Since there is considerable difference between male and female points, weight is considered 
dimorphic. 

 Length: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are >36.6cms for male and <33cms for female bones. On 
Lt. Side >36.6cms and <32.8cms are taken as the demarking points for male and female bones. Length is 
also considered dimorphic .

 

Cadaver  Fibulas CT Scan Fibulas

length Right side: in 
cms

Left side: in 
cms

Right side: in 
cms

Left side: in cms

Range:
Male:                                           
Female:

32 to 40.2                                         
28.6 to 36.4 

27.4 to 40.4                                
28.4 to 36.4

34.2 to 42.8                                    
32.4 to 34.6

34.2 to 42.8                            
32.2 to 34.6

Mean:
Male:               
Female:

36.1 
33.5

36.1                                              
33.3

36.8                                                    
33.4

37.1                                                      
33.3

Demarking
Point:
Male:               
Female:

>36.6                                                 
<33.0

>36.6                                            
<32.8

>37.3                                           
<32.9

>37.5                                             
<32.8

% Identifed:
Male:               
Female:

32.5%
12.5%

30%
15%

18.2%
22.7%

18.2%
20.1%

Distal end 
width

Range:
Male:               
Female:

2.0 to 2.8                                                                
1.6 to 2.5                                  

2.0 to 2.9                             
1.7 to 2.4

2.3 to 2.8                                 
1.8 to 2.3

2.2 to 2.8                                       
1.8 to 2.4

Mean:
Male:               
Female:

2.4                                            
2.1

2.5                                            
2.1

2.5                                             
2.1

2.5                                               
2.1

Demarking
Point:
Male:               
Female:

>2.5                                           
<2.0

>2.6                                            
<2.0

>2.6                                            
<2.0

>2.6                                            
<2.0

% Identifed:
Male:               
Female:

25%                                             
12.5%

32.5%                                      
12.5%

20.5%                                            
18.2%

20.5%                                            
18.2%

Cadaver  Fibulas CT Scan Fibulas

lMidshaft
circumfer
ence:

Right side: in 
cms

Left side: in 
cms

Right side: in 
cms

Left side: in cms

Range:
Male:                                           
Female:

3.2 to 4.6                                         
2.5 to 4.1 

3.2 to 5.1                                    
2.4 to 4.1

3.2 to 4.9                                    
2.0 to 4.1

3.0 to 5.0                                    
2.0 to 4.1

Mean:
Male:               
Female:

3.9
3.3

4.0                                              
3.2

4.2                                                    
3.5

4.2                                                    
3.5

Demarking
Point:
Male:               
Female:

>4.0                                                 
<3.2

>4.1                                            
<3.1

>4.3                                          
<3.4

>4.3                                          
<3.4

%
Identifed:
Male:               
Female:

37.5%
12.5%

37.5%
10%

34%
20.1%

30%
22.7%

Weight Right side: in 
gms

Left side: in 
gms

Could not be 
measured

Range:
Male:               
Female:

30.2 to 62.5                                                                
19.0 to 52.6                                  

30.2 to 71.4                             
22.2 to 48.64

Mean:
Male:               
Female:

49.9                                            
33.0

43.0                                            
34.0

Demarking
Point:
Male:               
Female:

>51.9                                           
<31.0

>45.0                                            
<32.0

%
Identifed:
Male:               
Female:

35%                                             
15%

27.5%                                      
15%

STATISTICAL  CALCULATIONS
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Weight could not be calculated in CT Scanned fibulae because of non availability of the software. These 
values were compared with previous studies. 

Weight: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are >51.9gms for male and <31gms for female bones. On 
Lt. Side >45gms and <32gms are taken as the demarking points for male and female bones. 

Since there is considerable difference between male and female points, weight is considered 
dimorphic. 

 Length: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are >36.6cms for male and <33cms for female bones. On 
Lt. Side >36.6cms and <32.8cms are taken as the demarking points for male and female bones. Length is 
also considered dimorphic .
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Weight could not be calculated in CT Scanned fibulae because of 

non availability of the software. These values were compared with 

previous studies. 

Weight: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are >51.9gms for 

male and <31gms for female bones. On Lt. Side >45gms and <32gms 

are taken as the demarking points for male and female bones. 

Since there is considerable difference between male and female 

points, weight is considered dimorphic. 

 Length: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are >36.6cms for 

male and <33cms for female bones. On Lt. Side >36.6cms and 

<32.8cms are taken as the demarking points for male and female 

bones.

Length is also considered dimorphic .

Distal end width: The demarking points on the Rt. Side are 

>2.5cms for male and <2cms for female bones. On Lt. Side >2.6cms 

and <2cms are taken as the demarking points for male and female 

bones. 

Since there is no considerable difference between male and 

female points, it  is not considered dimorphic.                                                                                                                                                                                     

Midshaft circumference: The demarking points on the Rt. Side 

are >4cms for male and <3.2cms for female bones. On Lt. Side 

>4.1cms and <3.1cms are taken as the demarking points for male 

and female bones.  

Since there is considerable difference between male and female 

points, it is considered dimorphic.                                                                                                                                                                             

All the values obtained correlated with the previous studies.

 an osteologist can come to a conclusion of determining the sex of 

fibula from the skeletal remnants of  the deceased whose 

identification is in doubt in the population in and around the 

Hyderabad as the study was taken from the population in and 

around the Hyderabad.

In this study the weight, length of bone, midshaft circumference 

was found to be suitable to identify the sex. The difference in the 

values of male and female bones for distal end width being not 

significant. The sex of unknown bone is determined by demarking 

points. 

To sex the fibula as a male bone the demarking points for length 

>36.6cms, distal end width >2.5cms, midshaft circumference 

>4cms and weight >51.9gms are considered. To sex the fibula as a 

female bone the demarking points for length <33cms, distal end 

width <2cms, midshaft circumference <3.1cms and weight <31gms 

are considered. In this study if the length is 38.8cms, midshaft 

circumference is 4.1cms and weight is 52.4gms distal end width is 

2.4cms which is in the overlapping range i.e., it is <2.5cms and 

>2cms which are male and female demarking points, still the bone 

can be sexed as male bone because the parameter distal end width 

is not significant. Based on these demarking points an anatomist or Copyright 2010 BioMedSciDirect Publications IJBMR -  
All rights reserved.
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